Editorial

Dollars, dust, and Draf
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s much as the etiology of chronic rhinosinusbursing based on performance over volume.
itis (CRS) is multifactorial, the manageAs such, there are an increasing number of
ment of the disease is complex, with varying destudies that looked at our interventions and
grees of subjectivity mixed with the available
how they were perceived by our patients.
objective measures to help the practicing physiPrasad et al.7 wrote a systematic review of
patient-reported outcomes after revision endocian determine the best way to treat a patient.
scopic sinus surgery. Jiam et al.8 focused on the
Patient financial factors may come into play that
ability of functional endoscopic sinus surgery
influence the course of management prescribed.
to rescue a dental implant that resulted in CRS.
Comorbidities that may delay or accelerate a surIn a hypothetical situation, I sure would be a
gical intervention need to be managed. Also, if a
happier patient if I could save the big money
surgical intervention is needed, there are nuances
spent on an implant! Chandra9 reviewed difto techniques and materials used to achieve optiferent techniques for performing an endomal surgical results that not only include disease
scopic septoplasty, and Scattolin et al.10 wrote
resolution but also increase the patient experience
about their successes with using a septal exat a lower cost. At the end of the day, we still have
tension graft in a closed revision rhinoplasty.
much to learn about the etiology of CRS, and
Finally, Jafari et al.,11 looked at patient-repersonalizing the etiology for each patient may
ported subjective measures and postoperative
make diagnosis and treatment that much more
visits of patients who underwent Draf III proobjective and effective.
cedures versus IIa. Rest in Peace Professor
The July 2017 edition of AJRA examines these
Alexander G. Chiu, M.D.
Draf, we honor your legacy with every article
complexities in depth, and I invite you to dig into
this excellent edition. Yip et al.1 looks at the perwritten on your pioneering procedures for the
sonal financial burden of CRS in a publicly
frontal sinus.
funded health care system. The results may surprise you, and it
As I mentioned in the opening paragraph, we must not lose sight in
gives us a greater appreciation for the costs, both direct and
the importance of mechanistic investigations that look into the etiolindirect, that this disease has on all health care systems.
ogy and pathways associated with CRS. Carey et al.12 continues Noam
The financial impact of CRS is further augmented by the comorCohen’s bitter taste receptors (T2R) crusade, and this time looked at
bidities that often accompany the disease. Hoehle et al.2 wrote
T2R-mediated nitric oxide response to a local bacteria. Lee et al.13
about individual allergic rhinitis symptoms and how sleep and
looked at a potential relationship between CRS and metabolic synotologic symptoms are associated with the greatest negative imdrome (I will not cheat and explain to you what metabolic syndrome
pact on quality of life in adults with persistent allergic rhinitis. I
is; you will have to read the article to find out yourself!). Finally, Du
have always believed in optimizing the management of allergic
et al.14 looked at osteopontin and vascular endothelial growth factor
rhinitis before considering a patient for surgical therapy. DelGauproduction in nasal polyp cells.
dio et al.3 agreed and described an entity that they titled central
Thank you AJRA for the opportunity to pen this guest editorial. A
compartment atopic disease. These are patients who had edema
toast for a relaxing and rewarding summer to all.
along the middle turbinates and sparing of the peripheral sinuses.
There was an association with allergic rhinitis in these patients,
and aggressive management of that comorbidity may halt the
progression to more severe CRS. What is the best way to manage
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